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Inside Built-In Vinyl Covered Stairs, Sun decks and Cuddle Coves 

are now available on Matrix polymer pools. Engineered forms 

made with special polymer risers and a sturdy truss coupled with 

finished concrete treads awaits a Matrix custom-fitted tailored liner.   

Choose from Full End to Curved to Roman stair designs. How about a 

Sundeck or deep-end Cuddle Cove?  The choice is yours!

A freeform shape like a Mountain Lake or Kidney pool with inside radius stairs 

offers the look of luxury never available before on a Matrix pool. 

If a rectangle shape pool is your preference, a full end stair is now available to suit 

the exact width of your pool. A popular size is an 18’ x 36’ rectangle with 18’ wide 

end stairs. End stairs are perfect for auto covers. Inside stairs are a space saver as well 

allowing for more area for lounge chairs or tables on the exterior deck. 

A Nexus Stair System is built with aesthetics, safety and comfort in mind. When you choose a 

built-in stair, you’re enhancing the overall look of your backyard space.  Take notice of how the 

liner floor pattern continues upward through each riser and tread. It’s a natural complement. 

A Matrix stair liner comes exclusively with “Impressions”, a textured printed stair material designed 

for safety and comfort. “Impressions” is the ability to form a texture on printed material using 

advanced methods of heat and pressure. This tough 28 mil material provides slip resisting qualities 

ready for a high traffic area. 
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Nexus Stair System

Let your imagination run 

wild. It’s a whole new world 

with a Nexus Stair System. 

Your Certified Matrix 

Dealer is ready to meet 

your demands and exceed 

your expectations. 05


